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Blood Bank Drive Successful;
E.S. Students Give 145 Pints
By DA ID Y. FELDHEI l

The drive to fill the Barnch School E.S. Blood Bank ended successfully last Wednesday
night with the collection of 145 pints of blood. In addition to the sizeable amount of blood
collected, this term's drive has the distinction of being one of the fastest as far as the col
lection time was concerned. Due to the additional help supplied by the Red Cross, the long
• backlog encountered in previous years was reduced to a
minimum, and most donors
were processed in about a half
an
C�n�::�ting on the outcome of
bhe drive, David Feldheim, Blood
J_ _J_ I
Bank Chairman, remarked: "We
didn't break any records even
Reeporter Photo PY Kathy Cassidy
By MARVI GROS WIRTH
though we may have liked to. Our
Rod ro s nur e tending blood donor during Blood Bank night. Raised
The record-breaking response to a proposed chapter in main task was to replenish the
arm. indicate that the students have completed donation.
the Evening· Session of Pi Sigma Epsilon, the national honor supply in the bank and that I can
ary marketing fraternity, will be met by two events: an or say, we most assuredly did. Rec
ords may be made to be broken
ganizational meeting is being held tonight (Wednesday) in but we didn't ·set any such goal,
the Student Center, and next't>------------ our goal was to run an orderly and
successful campaign.'' In addition
week PSE will open its series
Mr. Feldheim expressed his great
of events for marketing stu•
•
•
appreciation to all those, both vol
dents by presenting a talk by
unteers and donors, "without whose
one of America's most prom
help and services we could never
By ART LATER
inent marketing executives.
have achieved our objective.''
On
Tuesday,
March
24,
PSE
wi,Jl
Although the actual number of
Mechanical failures were finally ascertained as the cause
have
as
its
guest
Mr.
Walter
pints
collected was 145 almost 200
below
falling
Building
of elevator number six of the Barnch
B1unauer, marketing executive of
persons showed up to donate.
P.M.
:30
10
at
11,
February
on
By
RICHARD
SPA
'lARDI
level
landing
the first floor
Sperry & Hutchison, famous for
About 45 prospective donors were
with approximately ten passengers aboard. Plant department their S & H Green Stamps. Trad
Over 250 students and fac rejected by the attending physi
ing stamps, a major factor in ulty attended a "Personnel cian. Last year's drive saw only 18
employees aid that after an•
attempt to rai e the elevator regularly all day, _ and that the �p modern retailing and a significant Management Seminar" spon such rejects. Musing over the high
factor in the field of marketing,
percentage of rejects, Feldheim ex
by the operator had failed, the 7;:ators were haV1ng trouble with were pioneered by
S & H, who sored by the Society for the pressed the hoi:i.e that, "those who
passengers had to be evacuGrievances heard that the ele originated the idea in the 1890's. Advancement of Management were rejected :for temporary dis
at.ed through the front of the vators are in a continual state of Currently, it is the subect of con on Monday, March 16.
orders will make appointments to
cab, which was approximately three disrepair, and that it seems during siderable controversy with regard
The Seminar featured three elo donate when they are able to do
feet below the floor landing. The rush hours there is always at least to its effect on the manufacturer, quent speakers who concentrated so."
elevator operator commented that, one elevator out of service was the retailer, and the consumer.
The blood was collected by Reel
their talks on the personnel func
Mr. Brunauer has a long and tion. S.A.M., in presenting these Cross volunteers wtih the paper
"the passengers in the elevator re- denied by Mr. Pagan. However,
mained calm throughout the rescue Mr. Pagan, has noted that when distinguished career in marketing. speakers, serves a very vita.I role and detail work handled by volun
p riod which was about ten to ever there is any trouble with any Before joining S & H, he served for the student. They make a seri teers from the various student or
fift en minutes."
of the elevators' performance it is in a variety of marketing positions ous and ambitious -attempt to pro ganizations. Represented were Stu
After approximately three weeks immediately taken out of operatio11. with Lily-Tulip. He also sold real vide a link between the business dent Council, Inter Club Board,
repairing
and
overhauling
the
The maintenance of the school's estate and advertising specialties; and academic world.
of
HUB, Playr-ads, Newman Club and
levato1·, it was finally placed back elevators is done through a con- is a well-known educator in the
The President of S.A.M., Marvin The Reporter among others. The
into operation last week.
tract given out yearly. The con- field, and is or has been president
initial stages of the drive included
Schilder
introduced
the
first
speak
The e..xact reason why eleYator tractor is charged with the respon and member of the executive board
Plant, As- student volunteers appearing in al
six did stop at a distance of sev- sibility of maintaining and repair of a large number of trade associa er, Mr. Theodore H.
most all classes with a personal
eral feet below the floor landing ing the elevators, and to keep them tions. His talk is expected to be
appeal to students to sign pledges.
has yet to be agreed upon by in working condition. The elevator informative and provocative, espe
A total of 275 such pledges were
school authorities. The Superin- maintenance man comes in twice a cially since he has agreed to answer
received. The committee also sent
tendent of the Bamch School, Mr. week to service the elevators and questions from the audience.
letters to last year's donors remind
As a prelude to Mr. Brunauer's
Joseph Pagan's opinion was that to make any necessary repairs.
ing them that the driye was on
the e mechanical failures were the
The contractor is chosen from visit next week, an organizational
(Continued on Page 6)
(Continued on Page 6)
result of normal wea1· and tear
(Continued on Page 6)
upon the eleYators, which are over ----------------- -------
thirty yea.rs old. Two elevato1· op
erators, and two plant depa.1tment
employees, voicing their opinion in
reference to the eleYator fall, all
gave different reasons for th_e ele
vator falling several feet below the
first floor landing leYel. The opin
A HUB sponsored Hoote
No new proposals have been instituted for the Barnch
ions e..xpres eel were as follows: the
nanny, featuring Jackie Jaelevator failed to stop at the floor School under the master plan submitted by Chancellor Albert
Reporter Photo by Walter Sobel sous and Giuseppe Costantino,
le,-el and kept falHng till it hit the H. Bowker last Wednesday, March 11, to the Board of Higher
Left to right: Marvin Schi'lder, will be presented from 8 to
prings or bumpers at the bottom
Committee
on
Education's
the
City
University.
elevator
Julian M. Kien, Theodore H. Plant, 9 P.M. on Tuesday, March 24,
of the elevator shaft; the
Under the City University's old•
Toby Sue Ostrover, J. T. Hydok.
was forced to stop when it hit the
in the Oak Lounge of the Stuexpansion
plan,
t�e
Bamch
Sch?ol
sides of the elevator shaft; the op
for ES students. Dean Levy, when
dent Center. Jackie and Giu
erator had no control over the ele would have obtained a new site, asked whether this would mean all sistant Personnel Manager at Joseppe, both members of The
,,a.tor and it stopped of its own ac consisting ?f 300 ,000_ sq. ft. of flo?r ES students would be able to at- seph E. Seagram & Sons, whose
space, costing an estrmated $14 m il. .
. topic was, "The Persoru1el Fune- Reporter and activ'e in other
.
cord.
tend
�lasses
m
one
bUlldmg,
_
s
aid
will
Although all fiye of the abo,-e lion and to be completed sometime th_a� 1t would prob:1bI_y entail a tion - Responsibijjties to Top extra-curricular activities,
Management and to Employees."
strum guitars to popular and notaccounts are in disagreement with in 1968. This plan was adopted in.
mm1mum of two buildmgs - the
Mr. Plant stated that "The pri- so-popular folk songs. The program
each other none of them seem to to the master plan and remams present 23rd St. location and the
mary consideration of a personnel will also consist of entertaining
coincide wtih the repo1t which unaltered as already s_et forth.
Consequently, nothing new has new building. Asked further man is that he must know the or- any request from the audience. Re
reached The Reporter. It stated
· e _pos� i·bTt
� 1 Y Of the ganization. To do the job right,. freshments will be served.
whether th
been
planned
for
Baruch
Evening
stop
to
that the ele,•ator had failed
p1·esent Bar�ch bmldmg would be
The Student Activity of HUB
on the third floor when the op Session. When asked about this used as a site _for the new Ma1:- you must learn as much as you
Levy said "That any
erator tried to stop the car· that Dean Harold
.
· hattan Commuruty .College, he said can about the job structure." Some has promised that this is only one
u
h
the elevator just kept on moYing e:.\.-p3:nsion for any .0 f t e City m- that, "so far, nothing has been "vital areas," according to Mi-. of many special events that will
at normal speed, finally stopping Yers1ty colleges 1s always done clone on th·is I·ctea.,, He furth_er Plant are, "employment, organiza- take place this term. In the near
of its own accord si.x feet below for the Day Session program with s ted that plans to use the site tion planning, employee benefits, luture HUB will present a square
ta
educational and stock option plans, dance, with a professional caller;
the first floor landing; and that the EYening S�ssion in mind." Part- for
the Bamch School for . the
pa sengers had to be evacuated time Th·en.ing Session students are armory at 2?th Street and L:xmg safety, workman's compensation an evening of dance instruction
and, very impo1tant, dealings with and a Spring Hop.
through the emergency exit in the counted in a 3-1 ratio to Day Sesn Avenue 1s also under cons1dera unions and labor relation proOn April 19, HUB will have its
roof of the car employing a step sion students. Presumably, lO,OOO l?
trnn.
grams." He said, "Education, for annual Bike Ride. HUB invites
ladder. One repo1t had the elevator Baruch Th-ening Session students
n essence, the new master plan example, may be used to further all students of the Baruch School
I
full-time
3,3
to
00
comparable
are
falling three floors.
T-wo elevator opera.tors baYe also Day Session students which means is designed to provide for a new managerial potentialities or social to join this activity.
outlet in those areas responsibilities." "The basic reAny student interested in any
informed this reporter that ele tha..t the present expansion plan undergraduate
(Continued on Page 7)
(Conti7l!Ued on Page 7)
(Continued on Page 6)
vator number six ,va - working ir- will provide more th:fh ample space

L,ar'l:Ju,e. Res�r
nonse to
r rke t,·ng rDrat
'
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Elevator Six Falls:
Mechanical Failure

B.H.E. Master Plan
L,eaves Baruch Out

S A M HeId

Management
Seminar Mon.

HUB Sponsors
Hootenanny With
Jackie & Giuseppe

_
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The View fram Here

T.H E'

To the Editor of Report.er
The succe�s of blood bank is no
different than that of any other
By MARVIN GROSS WIRTH
organization. It i's the product of
the combined efforts of many FOUNDED 1923
teamwork. As the Chairman of the
lhe Oldest Evening Session College Newspaper Published in the United States
Tlie machines are ganging up on me. Not all of them,
Blood Bank I have been congratu
lated numerous times on our suc
No.. 21 cess, but the congratulations are all the time - just a few of them, every npw and then.
Volume LXVII
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not mine, they belong to all who Every mechanized pi'ece of equipment which I come into con
gave of theh- time and energy to tact, sooner or later lets _me have tit. The strange machines
the cause.
JOSEPH EDELL
Naturally it takes organization are the worst, but even those which live ,with me are not,
Editor-in-Ch,ief
and leadership to be successful but above biting the hand that oils them.
wlmt is organization witho1.1t m em
Richard Spauiardi
The explanation for the machines' hostile attitude toward
bers, or leaders hip wtihout follow
Managing Editor
ers? These are, actually relative me i·s quite understandable and I really ca,nnot blame them
Francine Stobnitzky
Teri Skop
terms and have meaning onls, if for it.The rest of you have spoiled them so badly that it is.
Office Manager
Copy Editor
they exist in relation to something
I
else, in this case active volunteers. not surprising that they resent me.You see, I don't share in
Harold Sussman
Jackie, Jasous
(What is a king without a coun the reverence which most people hold for machines'. I do not,
News Editor
Business Manager
trY. tq rule?) In an even broader for example, own a car. And I consider it the quintessence
Burt Beagle
Bob Banks
sense the donors also deserve
Sports Editor
Circulation Manager
thanks and perhaps doubly so, of bo�·edorn to �discuss shifts, clutches, transinissions, �nd
once foi· �oming and second for miles-to-the,gallon. You can imagine, therefore, how I arn
Maurice Joseph
Walter Sobel
giving. Even if we have organiza
Special Projects Editor
Morgue Librarian
tion and leadership blood "bank is disliked by automobiles that haNe managed to transform
Giuseppe Costantino
David Y. Feldheim
nothing
without the people who their "owners" (haw!) into pandering- patrons who not only
Poetry Editor
Editor Emeritus
give the pint that refres hes life . supp0rt and sustain them, but force thei:i; wills on the am
Kathy Cassidy
Max Seigel
'So, thanks to the 145 who gave a bulatory segment of the public to make the land more com
Photography Editor
Faculty Advisor
pint and also to the 45 others who modious for the car, at the sacrifice o·f sidewalk, park,, and
e turned away by the doctor.
CO LUMNISTS: Marvin Gross Wirth, Miriam Grosswirth, James wer
These _donors do honestly deserve landscape.
Greene.
\
to be ho11ored especially if viewed , ,This same disrespect carries through to other machines.
REPORTERS: Lenny Cohen, Val Clark, Barbara Greller, Larry Rob- in the ligh't of the fact that they What nonsense to diddle' around with high: and Jow-suds
bins, Ira Stoller,, John Dominsky, Myer Rossabi, Arthur Slater.
repi·esen1l only 2-3 pei· cent of the detergents! If a washing machine is supposed to wash then
population. This fact is
COPY STAFF: Karen Grossman, Carol J. Reitzen, Barbara D. Caesar. college
dump in the laundry and some soap and let it wash, d�t !
perhaps the one dark cloud that
PHOTO STAFF: Mike Meyers, Andy Niemie.
hangs over the drive. In a college And as for the new self-service elevators being installed in
CUB RElPO'RTERS: Ted Eckman, Carol Finkelstein, Fred Helsel, of upwards of 9,000 students, it more and more office buildings, they are sterile, stultifying
Steve Herman, George Lenkowitz, Monica Lu,cs, Laura Maisky, Bill seems inconceivable that onl,y 3-4 monsters of modernity, with their numbered panels lighting
per cent sho'uld indicate any inter up' at a touch, their disembodied music, their uncontrollable
Navarra, Nicolas Tsiokos. 1
est in blood bank when pledges are
sought and then of this amount door-closing, and their other mysteries. But I defy them. I
less than half should show up to refuse to race for one, denying it the opportunity to slide
· .fulfill their pledges. I can't under its doors shut in my face and go snickering up the shaft. It
. stand how anyone could want to let and I both know that sooner or later, it has to come back
such_ an opportunity to hel p h!s
The production "Make
, · a Million" was the result 0f many fam1ly and fellow students shp for me, whether it likes it or not.
weeks of "after class, work.
It was necessary .for many of away unnoticed? But be thlit as it
The .net result is that the machines of the world sense
the Playrads members to schedule rehearsal periods a-round may, compared to the past this my refusal to idolize them.They 'recognize me. as a potential
their classes.Seeing and hearing the aspiring actors practice year'.s drive_ shows u p :favorably enemy and feel compelled to retaliate.
until twelve o'clock at night to perfect their presentation is and 1s _ considered a success.
.
When I cross a street past a line of cars waitino- for the
quite_ commo�. :M;ost_ of t�� stud�nts, besides doing all �he vat:��:gh:;\�� t�i�se1 ":_;::ef��= !igh� to change, they glare a� me, 13o�tly gro!'flhlg, just
l_1ghtmg, stagmg0 8:nd pu?hc�ty while at s_c�ool, hold full t�e tunate to have during the cam- 1tchmg for the chance to get their tires on me. They crouch
obs as well. Their ded1cat10n and sacrifice to put on this paigri and especially the night of hopefully, ready to spri11g into action should I be foolish
ambitious presentation sets a fine example for all other school the drive most heartfelt thanks enough to be caught by a changing traffic light. Other
· .
and appreciation. · . 1
organizations. .
It would be proper and fitting to machines act like civil disobedience demonstrafors who stif
The members of Playrads have
· endeavored', to the· best
by fen their bodies when the police come to take them away·;
and
inclividually
one
each
thank
· · s ente1tam
. duce an enJoyable evenmg
of their
· ab'l't
_1 1 y, to pro
name, but I must confess that I do my merest touch frequently is enough to render a machine
ment. Their efforts should be rewarded by a. full-house o:µ not know the names 'of all those useless. I recently• began working at a new job. Within a
each night of the play. Since this dramatic ,society represents who w ere so grateful in offering week, a calculator and two electric typewriters purt them
the Baruch Evening Session, it is up to us, the Evening their servic�s and_ so as _not _to' selves out of commission. The repairman lovingly' restored
1 g
1
e
Session students, to fill the seats.
,
the recalcitrant trio to working order, but the typewriter
��! w��{
i � n�m':��
cial thanks must be given, though, assigned to me has had the last word. When I changed its
\ to Student Council, HUB, New ribbon, the machine deliberately tangled it. I can do· nothing
man Club, and ,The Reporter from to straighten it out, no matter how I try.The smirking type
whose ranks almost all· of the vol
writer continues to twist, fold and pleat with abandon and
�ld .number six rides again? First let us say that we are unteers w ere called.
n complete syr.apathy with the elevator operators who must I would also like to expres.s my obvious disobedience what was once a perfectly innocuous
and
Alaclin
strip
of,carborued cloth.
the
ppreciation to
contend with the constant\ rush of students to and from aColonial
Coffee shops and JacobAt home, the situation is no better. A n?rmally well
classes.This howeve�
does
not
deter
u
from
protestinothe'
s
son's Bakery for then- generous do.
. . '.
i'
of the elevator system. It 1s gen- nat�ons to the supply of refresh- behaved window fan has been diligently cooling' my over
inexcusable meff1c1enc1es
heated apartment all year long.Recently, ii;_ started humming
erally agTeed that the elevators are totally inadequate, but ments.
we are faced with malfunctioning equipment. Safety of the And last but definitely not least, oininoasly' . . . a strange, mechanical, diabolical tune: 1 It
Dr. P. C. Li, raise� its droning voice just before bed time ,and no amount
students should be a prime concern of school authorities. ve'!'Y special thanks to
rence Marks and Mr. Irv- of oiling, screw-tightening, or shaft-adjusting could induce
1ss
Even the slio-htest disturbance of the normal functioning !'1 L !1° f
1
it to stop singing. Just as I was getting used to it and, in
of these elev�tors should be completely analyzed, and,,,not :�t i_;,�� f!::
hidden ,in some maintenance man's notebook. As students. of and encouragement throughout all fact, allowing it to lull me to sleep, it stopped - as suddenly
as it had started, Then, like the medical reports of a des
the school, we have the right to know .if we are taking, our stages of the drive.
life in our hands when boarding the mechanical sardine c·ans.
Let us all hope and pray tha� perately sick man who shows signs of recovery irr,tmediately
there
won't
be
any
need
for
this
before
dying, the little fan purred normally for a night or
According to the story on· pao-e
"' one we feel hesitant about
but let us be thankful that, two, and then, with a defiant sputter, it expired. It is beyond
· ling el�vator number six. How ab'out you ?. B� . the. way, blood
ric
should there be a need, we have all
"' malevolently
number five appears ready for the next overhaul Job.
done our share to insure its pres repair.It just sits there in the window, starino_
ence where and when it's needed. into the steaining room.
Once again thank you and all my
, And so it goes: my alarm clock oversleeps, my recorde:i:
appreciation to all whose help and tangles its tape, the washing machine knots ;my socks, and
aid I was fortunate to be the reci my critica:l movie projector all0ws those films which it dis
The signs of apathy are fading, we think. 145 pints of pient of.
likes to unwind onto the floor.
DAVID FIDLBHEIM
blood were collected ·in this semester's Blood Bank Drive. We
Chairman, 'Baruch E.S.
The only machine I can still trust is my typewriter. So
co�end, both the students who offered their arms and the
:Blood Bank
far it has given me years of fait)1ful service, with only an
volunteers who donated their time, for a job well done.David
occasional lapse of loyalty.Nevertheless, since I began typing
Feldheim was outstanding as Chairman of the Drive.David,
this piece, it has been gazing at me with a strange, rebellious
who has given blood before, was refused on three different Dear Eclitor:
expression
on its face. Do you suppose it is tryinkg-aglinkg
rote
s
t
to
I
am
writing
this
in
occasions because of the hectic excitement of the evening. the alleged student book pstore ol
ag$4fym<.<.33*** ... .
p
Better luck next time Dave.
icy of returning books. I was told
Over 250 students attended the SAM Personnel Seininar. that the school book store would 1-------------------------�
They were treated to an exciting evening of top level man ,accept fo:i; return, any books not Ir------------------------EMINENTLY SUCCESSFUL TUTORING IN
agement discussion. Several instructors considered the need�fl for the course. There is
also a sign jn the bookstore stating
Seminar to be worthy enough to bring their classes to it.We that
"all books, accompanied by a
would like to see more participation between specialization recejpt, are returnable."
courses and the extra-curricular organizations that represent Tonight 1 bought a book before
NOW AVAILABLE 10 MINUTE'S FROM SCHOOL
them. SAM, through the efforts of Marvin Schilder and his class and wl1en I found that I did
IF YOU MEAN TO PASS CALL MR. VERTER AL 5-3424
(Continued ?n .Page 6)
\)
staff, are to be congratulated for another fine program.

, Reporter
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I Library Revises Method of
·---- Storage and Distribution.
News Briefs
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CLUB NEWS

AC OU.N'l'l G �OCIETY
At our next meeting, the Soci
ety's President, Joel Lampert, will
talk on "The 1 A Examinatio11,"
for a part of the meeting. The
topics \\'ill include the purpose and
sco1,e of the ex.am ancl the pr para
tion necessary fo1· success. A study
will also be made of prior y ars'
examinatio11s. Anyone interested is
welcome to attend.
The time remaining will be de
voted to a special Accounting and
Math workshop for all students
needing assistance in their courses.
The meeting will take place on
Mondays, starting March 23, in the
Marble Lounge of the Student Cen
ter from 8:30 until 10:00 P.M. The
Society also sponsors regular ac
counting and math workshops.

Int re�t"<l Ill an 'X cutin, ru
By BILLRIVER ancl RI H RD 'P, :S.7ARDI
tun• '1 High pa�·'? Adv,•ntur ? Tra\'
el 1 Tltii-t,· dnvs vacation each
accommodat
th
increa ed use of th e Library by the large number of students
To
.
\'l.;';ll '!
difficul combination to
find. Howc,·cr, all of th �e quali n w nrolled at Baruch, 'i\Ir. Bernard Iberson, head of the Library department, has recently
tfo and more a tually xist in th r vamped the method of torage and distribution of reading material. Under Mr. Iberson's
·:11-eer of a naval :wiator. You can
hl'rome n m mber of lhe select dir ction, the r organization of the Library is suppos d io facilitate student use, provide
group of nnn1l office1 who Cly a much comfort a possible·
with the ne t if you have at least
two years of college and are phys under cramp d condition and
ically anc! oth rwi e qualified. For to make maximum use of its
full information stop by th
tu
dl'lll enter Lounge - Main Floor mode t amount of space.
'ncler the pr vious ystem, litW dnesday vening fnrch 25 5
P.M. lo 8 P.M. The on campus navy rature was distributed in reading
r l"ruiler ,,�m nns"' r all questions ancl stonig rooms according to
concerning the e programs.
subj ct mailer, rather than the
CARVER CLUB
new sy tern of tY]>e presentation.
WORLD OF Bl' I TE
The George Washington Carver
. seri s of radio programs en As n simple illustration of this
Club will hold its meeting Fri
till d "The World of Business," point: a business periodical, which
day, March 20, 1964 in Room 403
foaluring membet of the faculty, was previously found in the sec
Student Center.
has b en launched bv the Baruch
Carver invites all who are inter
ch ol. TI1 program· is broadcast tion headed Business, will now b
ested to participate in their annual
Tirnrsclays, from 9 to 10 P.l\f. over found under the section headed
Fashlon Show. All those interested
N w York station 'WEVD. Mod Periodicals. The five sections now
please be present at this meeting.
erator for th show is Professot· comprising the librat-y are General
Friday is the last time for sign
Aaron Levenstein of the depart Reference, Business Reference, Pe
ing up.
riodicals, Ci1·culating, and Reserve
ment of business administration.
CHESS CLUB
Book Libraries (excluding the
Audio Visual Section).
R LLY
BRO
The Chess Club will hold its
next
meeting
on Thursday, March
Studen
at Bronx Community
General Reference Library
19. Refreshments will be served, as
College of The City University of
The
General
Reference
Library
usual.
We
meet
every week, on
ew York will conduct a rally in
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 8
support of a free-tuition policy in (room 210), headed by Mr. Wash
to 11 P.M. in room 306 of the
the City Universit)', on Thursday, burn, is composed of encyclopedias
Student Center. Watch this column
March 19, 1964, at 12 noon, on the (such as Colliers, Britannica, and
for an important announcement
steps of the main entrance of the Americana), indexes, guides, re
over 50,000 volumes, excluding ref within two weeks.
college building, 120 East 184th sources, and other basic reference I
erence and periodicals. This is the
Street, between Morris and Cres handbooks. This section is devoted,
only part of the library, excluding
HUB
primarily, to cultural and non
ton Avenues in the Bronx.
the
Audio Visual room which con
There's going to be a H.U.B.
Bronx Community College has a cultural subjects, other than busi- ffl!l�... fi'ilP--
tains transient literature and a sponsored informal Hootenanny on
1
ness,
such
as
education,
literature,
Day Session enrollment of 1,000
complete card file for every vol- March 24., 1964 in the Oak Lounge
full-time students. A picket line and political science. It is par
of the Student Center from 8:00
around the campus prior to the ticularly helpful to individuals '
to 9:00 P.M. Come one come all,
rally will emphasize their campaign writing reports, term papers, 01·
The Reserve Book Library
and
join the festivities. Refliesh
for free tuition. The Bronx Com theses in fields of public adminis
The Reserve Book (room 306) ments will be served, so remember
munity College rally is one of the tration.
headed
by
Mr.
Scanfran,
places
on
the
cl.ate,
March 24 from 8:00 to
The Business Reference Library
se,7eral being held in the colleges
reserve -any or all copies of the 9:00 P.M. in the Oak Lounge of
(room 206), headed by Mr. Cin
of The City University.
books
rese1-ved
by
an
instructor
for
the Student Cel).ter.
Principal speaker at the Bronx quemani, presents, basically, the
room use or restricted circulation.
Dean Saxe, one of the more pop
rallv will be Arthur Levitt (D.). same information as the General
These books may be used by any ular of HUB spokes, will hold its
Reference Library, but concentrates
on;ptroller of ew York State.
student and aire applicable to the weekly meeting in room 402 Stu
The rally ,at Bronx Community on business and its related fields.
general rules. This section, as pre dent Center at 7:00 P.M. on Fri
College is being sponsored by the It also encompasses the use of
viously described, is the storeroom day March 20, 1964. Those inter
Anti-Tuition Committee of the microfilm and its associated viewfor all past periodicals.
ested in joining Dean Saxe are
Young Democrats, a student or ers.
With a plethora of some 70,000 cordially invited to attend. Lam
ganization. This rally was original
Microfilm Material
volumes and 55,000 periodicals, the port, Le Gras, and Post will also
ly cheduled for February 20, but
Library seats only 270 students be holding their weekly meeting
Some of the material micro
was postponed until this March
making it irrefutably undersized. and new faces are always welcome.
filmed includes diurnal publications
date.
The standard set, to accommodate Please take note that if you would
of the "New York Times," "Wall
RO ENBERG O TV
2,300 day students and 10,000 night like to form your own spoke ,vith
Street
Journal,''
and
all
master
This past Sunday, March 15,
students,
means expansion to reach in HUB, all that must be done is
1964, the chairman of the Board theses submitted to the M.B.A. and
100,000 volumes for 500 students to contact either Mike Weiner, the
of Higher Education, Dr. Gustave
or approximately 2% of the stu president of HUB, Murray Beer, or
G. Rosenberg was interviewed on
dent body. At present, sitting space Irving Liss, the faculty advisor of
"Searchlight" at 11 A.M. on NBC
in the library is so limited that
(Continued on Page 6)
TV Channel 4.
students wander in, face the crowd,
and leave. This problem is further 1 ,------------
E ITORS STILL HAVE ':CIME
compounded by the simple lack of
It is not too late for college sen
a place to hang coats. The students
.
iors to apply for the Peace Corps
drape their coats over adjacent
j
and enter training this summer,
chairs thereby doubling their oc- ______________.
say Peace Corps officials.
cupancy.
Many seniors are writing the
ALONG THE MIL�'Y WAY
Peace Corps in Washington wheth
Pride in Our Library
er or not there is still time to get
We knew springtime was
It
was
stated
that
the
library
into a Peace Corps training pro
coming
gram this summer.
cannot be compared to _the New since the sea had played
TI1e answer is that applications
York Public Library, though ours the flutes of the conchs
filed as late as June first could
is exceptional for its size in the down in the bay
still be processed in time for en
all night.
field of business, because the New And the wind had bloomed
trance into one of the training pro
York Public Library is strictly for the chrysanthemums
grams beginning in middle and late
research and we could not maintain in the cemeteries up
summer. Howe,er, the sooner the
such an immense backlog.
better say Peace Corps officials,
in the hill
to allow for better planning on the
Mr. Iberson, who has been in the day before.
part of both the Peace Corps and
volved in various administrative
the applicant.
capacities of the libra,ry for thf:i'-ty The old man refused to accompany
In addition to turning in a com
years, is a graduate of uptown us
Reporter Photo hy Kathy Casiddy City College, and has a Masters along the Milky Way
pleted Questionnaire, an applicant
must take the Peace Corps Place Industrious student using reference texts for management report. degree in History and Public Law. since he had dreamed the return
ment Test. These aptitude tests
He has attended Columbia Library of his dog,
School and has, for the past 18 and my childhood memories
will be administered nation-wide at Seriously, this is a result of the Jack of shelf space.
Post Offices in principal cities
years, been a Political Science were as bitter as daisies
throughout the United States on
teacher during the evenings and to pine away for your love,
March 14, April 11 and May 9. M.P.A., about 15,000 and 1,000 re feat its own purpose,· that being summers. In connection with his my beloved image.
The same test is to be given on spectively. As an idea of the vol the saving space. More machines membership of the New York Area
many college campuses on a certain ume of space saved; ten master would be needed to Yiew the film. Studies, sponsored by the City Col We knew it would be bitter,
The Periodicals Library (room lege Research Program, Mr. Iber bitter as daisies
day between April 19-30. Interest theses, which previously took one
ed eniors should inquire of their foot of shelf space, are now re 206), headed by Mr. Jones, who son, in 1960 published a book en to follow different paths,
tained
in
one
roll
of
microfilm.
has
maintained this section from titled "Sources for the Study of my beloved image.
college Peace Corps liaison.
Peace Corps information teams This section also contains a young, its inception to the present, is now the New York Study." He, along
from Washington will still be visit but growing law section with such the focal point for all cun-ent pe wtih Mr. Adams, supervise the li The old man refused to accompany
ew York riodicals, and at thls time lists brary staff, all sections of the li us
ing many more college and uni volumes as "Abbots
,ersities this pring and will be Digest," "McKinney's Session," some 170 titles. All dated period brary, other than Research and along the Milky Way,
and
tbe
"United
States
Code."
The icals are bound and retained in Audio Visual, and are now in the and I let you die on the edge
administering the Placement Test
process of developing a library where the earth
on campus. Peace Corps officials library is anxious to include pe the Reserve Book Library.
riodicals
on
microfilm.
However,
The Circulating Library (room handbook. It is hoped that this tells its tragic tale
emphasize that this is a non-com
petiti,e test, with no passing or with tbe limitations of the present 209), headed by Mr. Miles, contains handbook will be expanded to a to the sky.
system, such an action would de- the bulk of reading materials with research manual in later years.
failing grades.
Giuseppe Costantino
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PLAYRADS - The Organiz�

Workshop Refines Fundamentals
In the far end of the main building there is a room,
which, in the daytime is a classroom for business students;
but around 8 p.m. every Friday night the atmosphere changes
from a place of facts and figures to a world of imagination
and drama, "the actor's
world." Here the Playradians
meet for their workshop, di
rected by Mr. Jack Katz, a
professional from the theater.
In the confines of this room
these devoted thespians de1ve
into the ways of the actor, a
general understanding of one
self and people in every day
situations.

It is here where the fundamentals of acting, movement, stage
direction, make-up, etc., are taught.
The goal for these Friday night
workshops is a one-act play to be
presented sometime bef_ore the end
of this semester.
Vic Morosco, Playrad's President,
said, "It should be noted that many
of the Playradians, having no back
ground in theater except enthu
siasm and interest, have found the
workshop to be a very rewarding
�xperience. The members have left
the workshop with a new outlook
on themselves and people. There is
a feeling of togetherness here; a
sense of adventure. The workshop
can be compared to attending .the
premiere performance of a show sometimes you find yourself laugh
ing so ha.rd that you can't stay in
your seat. At other times you are
embarrassed by your own tears.
Creation is a beautiful thing, and
to be a part of it is a rare ex
perience."
"Ev,eryone is a: ham a:t heart and
wants to expi·ess himself in one
way or another. Playrads offers
you this opportunity to express
yourself i'n the form of theater.
Many of the scenes and skits that
are presented at different club
functions throughout the school
Iare borne of the workshop. If you
find yourself without a hobby or a
particular interest, or a desire to
get closer to people, drop in at a
Playrads workshop. They meet in
room 404, every Friday at eight
o'clock."
Jack Katz, a professional of the
theatre, wrote and directed his
original off Broadway show in
1961.

How Playrads Develops_ an Idea
The light_are dimmed; the curtain rope,s are taut; wait
ing for the call "curtain-up." Whispers backstage of the tra
ditional "good luck-smash 'em" and "break a leg" are heard
as Playrads members encourage each other.

Lighting Directo·r, Bob Anderson, shouting illuminating advice to stage
hand at recent rehearsal. Ira Sto',ler in background looking on the set.

Let us freeze this moment and
flash back in time to the period·
preceding opening night. What
does it actually· take; what are the
preparations that go into the mak
ing of a theatrical production?
Months before opening night, a
Playreading Committee is selected.
The task of this committee· is to
choose a script appropriate for the
Baruch Center stage. The play
must meet certain requirements.
This means an extensive search
through the public library racks to
come up with a suitable script.
This year's requisite was a comedy
with a substantial cost.
After a tedious IT\onth of read
ing and rejecting plays, the Com
mittee meets and votes for the play
which conforms to the specified
plot, design and cost needs. "Make
a Million," a three-act comedy by
Norman Borsch and Carroll More,
captured the Committee's fancy as
a play with tlie most laughs, a
pliable set and an excellent cast
of characters.
Immediiately scripts and rights
are obtained. Publicity fliers are
distributed shortly after registra
tion week. Meanwhile, tickets are
ordered from the printer and with(Co,n,tinued on Page 7)

Ted Tesser, Director (right), encouriaging Fred Peters who will play Harold Fairbanks. Writing on ,the
wall under the Baruch center stage is the result of the many previous p,erformances.

Left to right: Kenneth Phelps, Lenny Cohen, Irwin
an observer in a sub-stage, pre-play conference.

Lazer, Sylvan Phil'lips, Ted Tesser, Vic Morosco and

The Powers Be-hi,
Ted Tesser, an ex-Play
uate, has returned after six
Playrads' major production
brought with him, as his ass

Both Ted and Reddy are forme
C.C.N.Y. students and both hav
very eminent qualif:cations i
acting and directing.
Reddy has taken a few course
in film making at City Upto,v
and her husband taught econonuc

Ted Tesser, Director.
there a few years ago. Ted was
Baruch undergraduate for thn
years before he entered the profe
\
sional theatre.
Ted started acting in his uncle
graduate days in Playrads. He w;
a member for five terms and WC
their highest honor, the Pia
rads Gold 'Key, which is giv,
for achievements beyond the ct
of duty. It was in Playrads th.
he became inspired to go on
professional acting. Ted said, "Mi
Marks (Florence P. Marks of tl
depa1tment of student life) w,
instrumental in helping me
make my decision. It paved tl.
way for me to go on to actil
professionally. My parents still o
ject somewhat to my acting, b
when I am up there on stage th,
are 100% behind me." Ted h:
won a sc)10larship to the Ge;
Frankel Worksliop where he rn
Reddy. In 1960 he was fir
admitted to the actors union. 1
has also won the TV Directil
Workshop award for best TV ,
recting.
Heddy, who was born in GE
many and escaped during the w;
studied in Britain for five yea
where she was married. She h
traveled all over the world and
India worked with her husbarn

Sylvan Phillips seemingly caught in a proposing
garter as she· gazes indifferently at the photogra1

-do). \larch 1 , 1961

•
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That Never Stays Idle

the Production

A Brief Look at

�lake a Million"

T\' quiz- how producer id Gray i. badly in need of two
hundred thousand dollar . The reason: a divorce from wife
number two so that he may remarr) wife number one, who
is still hi
ecreuu:y. Hi vehicle for making this orely
ne d d bundl
boodle i hi
new t brain-child, 'nfak A
"Million.''

His numb r one future "million
ai1·e" is a naive southern miss with
a photographic memory who just
happ ns to be in a family way.
The future father is known only
to he a soldi r named John. " fake
a Million' " sponsor, the manufac
turer of a Hi-Fi refrigerator, fear
ing a scandal, will cancel unless a
husband can quickly be found for
th pregnant lass.
After a frantic search through
Pentagon files, the soldier is locat
ed and when he finds that he is
to suddenly become next of kin to
a million dollars a fake suicide is
staged to prove his love.
Add a young man who spends his
days thinking up crazy TV stunts
and a general who believes in
speeding things up by doing them
in a "non-army" way and you have
a plot that Walter Winchell said
"made the critics howl."
ars and has been acting and
ducing on and off for seven of
se v<'ar . h does not take into
ou,�t the ,,ear he was a child
tress in G�rma:ny.
Both Ted and Reddy studied Lo
th r under Gene Frankel. Ted
s al. o studied under •uch not
I s as Bobby Lewis, Lee trass
rg, Mim , with Gluck Sander,
d H ddy under Frank Corasco,
rnv
. W lsh and as a child actress
G rmany under Rudi Meinhart.
'l'wo and a half years ago Reddy
k Reriold Brecht's play, "Fear
d iiserv in the Third Reich"
cl did her own English tran la
m on it and directed it off Broad
ty H ddy i also a professional
otographer.
Ted having worked on the stage,
stock, on TV and in film,
Ids nnion ca1·ds in the unions
pre enting the various branches
acting. The American Federa
n of Television and Radio Actors
tudio Actors Guild
FTRA)
AG) and Actor Equity (AE).
• is ,·erv active in AE and has
st been · elected chairman of the
:tor· Federal Credit Committee
AE. Ted repre ents two com11.ies and doe ·ale promotion and
vertises pecialties between his
ting engagements. He said, ' Act(Continued on Page 6)

Reporter Photos by Kathy Ca.ssldy, l\tlkc
l\feyers and Bcddy Dale.
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PLAYRADS

'�1naKe a

mtWon''

Participants m the Presentation
CA

T

(in order of appearance)
Betty P/JiUips ......................................................................Nancy Silverberg
Mr. Winters ........................................................................................ Ira Stoller
Mrs. Winters ....................................................................................Toni Teres
Claire Manning .............................................................. Francine Slobnitzky
Sid Gray ....................................................................................Victor Morosco
Howard Conklin .......................................................................... Henry Servos
Bernie Leeds ............................................................................Leonard Cohen
Harold Fairbanks ..........................................................................Fred Peters
Julie Martin ............................................................................Judith Halliday
Mr. Mergen'thaler ................................................................ Burdette Gratton
General Potter ......................................................................Kenneth Phelps
U. Friedlander ............................................................................ Richard Levy
John Ferris ....................................................................................Irwin Lazar
John King ................................................................................ Sylvan Phillips
John Reeves ....................................................................................John Lynch
John Bradford ................................................................................ Sid Sincoff
n
����/�l�½)�i�···.·.-.·.·.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.:.-.-.-.-.-.-.·.-.-.-.-.-.-..--.:- .-:.-.-.-.-:.·.'.'.-.-.·.-.·.-.'.'.·.-.·.-..- .--.-.-.·.-_-_-_-G���;e
Reardon ............ ..................................................... .....................Guy Emmolo

fe��,:��

Offstage voices:
Harry Flagg ....................................................................................Barry Lees
Major, Dr. Richmond. ......................................................................Ira Stoller
Set Director ................................................................................Hank Servos
Stage and Curtain Manager ......................................................Barry Lees
Lighting Director ......................................................................Bob Anderson
Make·Up Directors ........................................Jackie Jasous, Mrs. I. Lazar

�:i D�r::ttt. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::B��d�t�tbr!:;;: .

Ticket Manager .......................................................................... Richard Levy
Business Manager .......................................................... Francine Stobnitzky
Director - Ted Tesser
Assistant Director - Reddy Dale

The Lead Roles

\.,

..

....

I,

Kenneth Phelps (left), who will play General Potter and Burdette Gratton who will portray Mr. Mergen
thaler discuss their scripts. It appears that Ken is trying to frown himself into character.

;-, makes la t minute adjustments on Judy Hallida.y's

Vic Morosco and Francine Stob
nitezky have the lead roles in
Playrads Friday and Saturday
evenings' production of "Make A
Million."
Vic is well-known for the many
roles he has portrayed on the Ba
ruch Center Stage. Moreover, last
term Vic took over the Playrads
Workshop. He said, "Playrads'
Workshop is a way of introducing
methods of acting and characteri
zation to the amateur thespian."
Francine is a novice to show-biz.
She accepted the lead female role .
a mere two and a half weeks be
fore opening night, a task that
even a very experienced actress
would hestitate to take. Besides
her other duties with Pl.ayrads,
Francine also finds time to be Of
fice Manager for The Reporter.
Vic will be seen on the stage
playing the part of Sid Gray and
Fran opposite him as Claire Man
ning.

Playrads members in Ring-Around-the-Rosy formation during a five-minute rehearsil break. Preparation
for play is not all work and no fun.
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THE R E P ORTER

CLUB NEWS

(Continued from Page 3)
HUB on Tuesday night at 8:00
in room 302 Student Cente r.
Hub has planned a bike ride
,vhic h will take place on April 19
at 12 noon thru ·central Park and
its imll\ediate vicinity. Those in
terested in participating, please
contact Be rt Kaplan in Room 302
Student Center at 8:00' P.M. on
Ti\ esday nights or wa1;ch for post
ers throughout t)1e School fo r further information.
HUB is now sponsoring a Bridge
Club for those who already play
and for those who would like to
learn. T he Bridge Club meets in
room 306 Student Center on Tues
day from 4:00 P.M. to 8:00 P.M.
HUB is also aiding P)ayrads in
the distribution ot;. ticke, ts, . for
"Make a Million". If you would like
to purchase tickets watch for HUB
representatives throughout the
school centers.
HUB counc il meets' Tuesday
nights at 8:30 rooll). 411 Student
Cente r. All those wishing to attend
are welcome.
Watch for the Spokesman this
week, and for some enjoyable ac
tivities to come in the near future,
watch this column.

NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL
REAL ESTATE FRATERNiITY
The fifth in our series : of dis
tinguished guest· speaker meetings
will take place tonight in' 1.'oi>m 4
South of the main building at 8 :45.
The guest speaker will be Mr.
James Gibbons, former· Mortgage
Officer of the East New· York Sav
ings Bank. Mr. Gibbons will speak
on' "Today's Money Market."
The meeting is open to all stu
dents.

The f�f�!;iai�� ugiscussion
Group of the Spring Semester will
be held this Friday evening, March
20, 1964 -at 8 P.M. The Discussion

Marketing_,,Frat

(Continued from, P.<tge 1)
meeting is b·eing held tonight in
the Student Center. Irving Liss,
faculty advisor of the ne w Evening
Session chapter, said: "We expect
th at perhaps
optimistically,
ed,
thirty of forty students would be
interested in Pi Sigma Epsilon. To
our amazement, well over a hun
dred responded to our call. This
clearly demonstrates that there is
a real need for a professional mar
keting society in the Baruch
School."
Besides Mr. Liss, other faculty
members involve d in the fraternity
are: Prof. Eilbert, chairman of the
Business , Administration Depart 
ment; arid Mr. H. Edward Saiphir,
marketing instructor. Mr. Saiphir,
who is also a vice president in
charge of sales for a large New
York carpet contraetor, is a mem
ber of the' New York Sales .Ex
ecutives Club, the profe,ssional or
ganization sponsoring PSE in this
area. T hrough this link, .PSE mem
b ers -are able to take advantage of
many of the Sales Executives
Club's facilities, including a job
placement service, a man-market
ing clinic, and attendance at a
number of NYSEC functions.
Both PSE meetings are open to
�11 interested students.

Letters

(Continuea. from Page 2)
h
k
d hi
o
f �:�: t� :e�i� ri !�e::t;:1
after class.'T'was"not'' ,allowed to
return the book with a statement
the c1erk that the bookst
from
·
.
. ore
nee tt 1�
c ann t a ce t
' boot
is a sc 00� or 00
Pfr�iase �·? ls t�!1Y
s ore rule
.
.
·Gai1 Sche,11 ' Non-Matnc
,,1.
states
bookstore
the
in
[The sign
that al! adjustments m.ust be made
by February 24. We feei, however,
that in, an fairness, yo1.1,r money
shouid have been refunded immediateLy. Perhaps you shouid speak
to the. manager of tlie bookstore.
If you cannot get any satisfaction
fr:om them, we suggest that yo1,1,
seek the aid of some. member of
the Department of Student Life.
-Ed.]

f
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Nite Flashes

Gro ups are an integral part of the
By KATHY CASSIDY
Club's program. They have in the
What exhibit wil'l yo u visit first
past proven to be inte resting and
informative. A friendly welcome is at the World's Fair?
exte nded to all wh o wish to att end
Since I have
this week. A St. Patrick's Part y viewed the Gen
will follow the meeting.
eral Mot ors dis
play from the
PI SIGMA EPSILON
expressway so
T he Natio nal Professional Frat of te n, I will
e rnity in Marke ting, Salesmanship
make sure
and Sal es Management thanks you that on my I see
first
fo r the inte rest expressed in j oin
trip to the Faii.;.
ing Pi Sigma Epsilon, the national In the past
fe w months I have also
honorary marke�ing frate rnity.
seen a miniatu1 e display ·of the
The future of Pi Sigma Epsilon U.S. Post Office· and would like
will be mapped out at an organiza to see the real display at the Fair.
tional meeting to be held tonight
Ba1·bara Baam oude, N.M.
c
ei
9
In the Gen
1\i s��i�1�t::.� �n�\�� ;�
eral M o t o r s '
building there
will be a scope
on the. future.
(Continued from Page 1)
I'll see that
among elevator compani�s who' subfirst. I have almit bids, and the contra ctor subso heard a great
mitting the lowest bid has the exdeal abo ut an
elusive rights to maintain the Ba- exhibit of cutting trees and level
ruch e\e vators. The present con- ing the ground for hig hways which
tractor has been servicing the ele - is something I have always wanted
vators for the past four years.
' to learn about.
Carlos Cuebas, 4Fr
School aut ho:i;ities agr�e that the
possibility of another recurrence
I wo uld f irSt
o f an ele vato r fall clue t o mecJ1 ango to the· Et\ro
ical troubles like the last one' still
pean Exhibits.
exists. The reaso n being that the
i c
elevators are o ver thirty years �� � \he
;;���
11 a
t
ur enecl States a�
1·e so
�l�-0� :i1 ���r ��:tnti�·�_ cl
competitive
it
Perhaps the main reason that will be interest
the elevators are overburderiecl is i ng to see the
that these e levators were never differences between the two cul
inte nded to be used in a building tures. I'd like to see anything at
of this size. Dean Emanuel Saxe all about space travel.
verified the fact that this building
'Irene Wask, 2Sr.
was originally built as an eigh:t
story structure. However, even ·be- '
fore the completed eight story
structqre was occupied by any stu
dents, it was decided by a'.ricl under
the -administration of Mayor Jimmy
Walke r that an additional eight
floors of class rooms sho uld · be
added. No new elevators w:ere
added to the twice enlarged new
The Loewin
building. Only the elevator shafts brau B eer Ex
of the o riginal six ele vators were
hibi t is going to
extended through the added floors
be my first stop.
so as the elevators could serve Beside s not be 
them.
ing a g a i n s t
An official account for the eve drinking
beer
ning of Feb. 11, 1964 in wh ich rnyse1 f, I have
elevato,r number six failed to 'st op a friend who has
on the first floor landing cannot helped much in setting up this ex
be obtained, because, ,not one de hibit and would like ·to see just
partm,ent or· officer of the school what it looks like. By the way do
issued a report containing the oc th ey pass out free beers?
currences of that e vening. W hat
Bob Norwick, 2Jr.
caused the· elevator to fall? W hat
steps were taken to prevent a re
currence? What actions were
taken as a result of the fall? The
(Continued from Page 1)
only written account of . the ele
vator fall is a notation of several of these events and wo uld like to
sentences to the effect that eleva partic ipate are asked to contact
tor number six stopped belo w the Mr. Murray Beer, HUB's faculty
landing at 10:30 P.M., in a plant advisor, Bert Kaplan or Charles
department notebook which was Brokowsky, in tl1e HUB lo unge,
any night from 6 to. 10.
not available to this reporter.
For further information of com
ing events watch the Club News
section in TheRe porter and "The
Spokesman," HUB's own news
(Continued from Page 1)
paper.
again and asking them to donate
once again.
Each prospective donor was
given a preliminary blood test and I
short physical examination in the
Marble Lounge. They were then
processed thro ugh to the Oak
Placement Office in Room 303
Lounge where they relaxed on
tables while the blood wa,s being aJ; the 23rd Stree t Center.
t aken. The don ors were then served
SALES P
ROMOTION' ASSISTrefreshmen_ts including clon1;1ts and ANT - male only. Position with
cake supplied by T�e Alaclm Cof- a chain of department stores. Work
fee Shop, The Coloma! C,offee Shop directly with Sales Promotion manand Jacobson _Bakery of the Bronx. ager. Prior similar experience de
Many of this term's donors were sired. Starting salary $80 pe r week'.
giving blood for the first time . "It Refer to code No. 90-15.
is heartening," said Mr. Feldheim,
'SALES TRAINEES - male on
1
"to see so many newcomers. The ly. Position with a large manufac first pint is the hardest for them, turer of accounting machines.
but once they give, they are hooked Knowledge of accounting and book
fo r they find that not only isn't keeping desired. Own car preferred.
there any pain, but in fact it is Sales tenitories in Brooklyn and
Queens. Starting s,alary $90-100
quite pleasant."
Should any Baruch School E.S. per week. Refer to code No. 212-53.
RY -RECEPTIO !ST
SECRETA
student find it necessary to draw
blood from the E.S. Blood Bank, he - female only. Position with mar
should direct his request to either ket research firm in midtown Man
the D epartment of Student Life or hattan. Must have minimum of 2
to The Blood Bank Chairman. Any years secretarial experien ce. Start
request will be accepted and con- ing salary $90 per week. Refer to
code No. 240-61.
sidered on its own merits.
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Elevator Falls

Hootenanny

Blood Bank
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By JAMES GREENE
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REAL ESTATE - Although the tax cut has become
law, economists are still debating whether it will cause the
U.S. to take off on another inflationary spiral. As far as the
real estate industry is concerned, there is nothing to debate.
This key segment of economic life has seen the price of
land rise, in many cases, as much as 1,000% in the last dec
ade. Among the many reasons cited for the increase are:
area growing population, the -migration from cities to sub-
urbia, increased prosperity and widespread speculation.
Presently, the worth of all the land in the U.S. is half a
trillion do'llars or nearly twice the assets of all commercial
banks.
Whether it is purchased in the northeast, or the south
west, whether it is for a private home, a big development or
a highway, the price of land rises almost every month.The
few exceptions are isolated pockets, such as Denver and
Pittsburgh, where present and future housing needs are sat
urated. In California, an acre of land, that three years ago
could have been purchased for $2,200, now commands a price
often as high .as $18,500. On parts of Long Island, the price
of land has gone from 10% of a house's cost to 25% in five
years. This has prompted Winchell Royce, of the Long Isand
Homebuilders Institute, to say "Land is getting scarce and
whoever owns 'it �dvances his price." However, booming
land prices can adversely affect the big housing developer
by forcing him to construct more expensive homes to recover
the cost of the plot and thus risk losing his mass market.
Many examples of this is found in N.Y.C.in the so-called
middle-income Co-ops.
As expected, prices.rise quickest in the fastest growing
areas like the southwest_, or most crowded as New York.
Prices also get a boost in suburban areas in the East by
"sub zoning." This means restricting all lots to one, two or
three acres in an attempt to keep out the creeping influx
of families leaving the crowded cities to move into matchbox
development houses where then childreR would soon be
overcrowding the local schools.
A logical question asked is: "What·would happen if land
prices ever began to slide?" For one thing, a lot of specula
tors, who borrowed money to buy land, would be forced to
sell, possibly at a loss, to meet their debts. Secorrdly, banks
and savings and loan associations, that had been lending
money on inflated values, might not be able to retrieve the
full value, of their mortgages, thereby finding themselves in
serious trouble.Few people expect prices to slide soon, if at
all, for the old law of little supply against strong and rising
demand still supports the cost of land.
(TM-2/13/P 92)
ADVERTISING ...Reaction of the tobacco industry,·
Government, Public Health Organizations, and the media to
the Surgeon General's report on the relationship between
smoking and cancer appears to concentrate on getting people
to stop starting to smoke, rather than trying to get those
who have already started to stop.The Federal Trade Com
mission wants to eliminate from all ads, any implication that
smoking aids or abets good health or well-being, and that
Brand A is safer to health than Brand B. The FTC started
public hearings on their proposed cigarette advertising reg
ulations earlier this week.
Whether or not tlrn manufacturers see fit to stop spon:..
soring programs that appeal to the youthful population, it's
becoming plain that the radio and TV stations are going to
force revisions in the tone and substance of many commer
cials. The National Association of Broadcasters passed a
resolution at their, January meeting that said, "The advertis
ing of cigarettes should not be presented in a manner to
convey the impression that cigarette smoning promotes good
health or is important to the personal development of the
youth or our country." Already, several stations have dropped
cigarette sponsorship of programs aimed at teen-age audi
ences, many others are expected to follow.

Plavrads
Directors
-., -

( Continued from Page 4)
ing is dif ficult and hard to earn
a living from. Now that the glitter
has worn off I am s ensible enough
to ho ld another job."
"W)1at I like most· in acting is
t he preparation and the exhaustive
and alm ost never ending study and
characterization that goes into a
ro le. The creation of the role itsel f. The work that goes into the
conception and the birth of the
role. That is why I like the experimental theatre. I think the futurn of the theatre lies in this type
of acting, and the new playwr:i,tes
and authors. I would like to work
with these young people in this
type of theatre. Should any stu-

c1ents be interesteci in this area of
co ntemporary stories and are actors, please contac t me through
Playrads." W hen asked in what
area of acting do you like most, he
said, "Films."
Ted, commenting on the play,
"Make A Million," said, "despite
many difficulties and last minute
arrangements the play is steadily
becoming better and better. He
feels th at although Playracls mem
bers were originally extremely
divided among themselves, t�y
have finally pulled together, put
ting aside personal feelings for the
good o f the play, iTV a uni fying
spirit, and are doing a great job
under difficult circumstances." He
wishes the m luck and is sure that
they will put on a rewarding show.
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(Co111in11ed from Page 4)
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i.,•.• population in n week the production i b ing
and all I ri11bl,
cast. One ,·a t th r follows four
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Thc director of colleg th ater
n a.·imun i rca,·hc·d; it i. useless I d ned areas: lat n lsland and the
to o,· r- xt •ncl facilities of thi: one P nninsula of Brooklyn and Qu ens has a comp! x job. He does not at
king a site common tempt arti tir ilnpo sibility.
collq:-e and it 1.- more economical (they are
1nd st·n_ible lo ·tart a new one. lo both ai·•as). The borough of
Like a hound on the trail, he
------------------------- :Manhattan has been r viewed Yerv fa.sicks about, seeking act.ors who
decided
en
b
has
it.
and
carefully
a<ly r semble lh characters
air
1,1
that the· old expansion plan is morn th y are Lo portray on the stage.
than suffici nt to take car of the This ·halleng. is further com
needs of lhL borough. o consid- pounded b)• th problem of ama
ration has bt?en giYen lo proposals teu1· coll gc presentations; that is,
being made which would include new faces and talent arrive at all
Non-Profit
Approved by
th• statu of the Baruch n w casting calls and .ome of the
raising
Educolionol lnslilulion
Americon Sor Associolion
c_hool to an autonomous four-year establish cl talent leaves. The di
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college under C
rector has to make do with what
Leading io LL.B. Degree
The mast r plan, also entails an he has.
Then, when stage 1· hea1·sals ac
extended Ma t rs and Doctoral
NEW TERM COMMENCES
ity University, tually begin, the directol' tactfully
program for th
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an increa e in enrollment at the and prayerfully coaxes, guides and
present colleges of the City Uni browbeats the cast into a team of
Furlhtr i11for111ation may b obtained
versity and a substantial growth of actor who will respond to situa
from the Office r,f th Dir ctor of Admissions,
the two new Community olleges. tions. He must lead them to keep
The master plan has yet to be t.heir wits, remember their lines
presented to the Board of Regents and portray believable characters.
Near Borough Holl
ew York. The As the overall head of pl'oduction,
the State of
of
Telephone: MA 5-2200
State Education Law calls for the the director serves as ·the final
- ' I t
II
master plan to be revised every judge on tage movements, light
ing, scene changes, costumes and alfour years.
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Be Jl l ll d the Scenes

BROOKLYN *LAW SCHOOL
375 PEARL ST., BROOKLYN 1, N. Y.

Roses Are Red,
Violets Are Blue;
Pickles Are Green,

ALADIN
"Where Good Pickles Get Together"
I

Conflnuous From 12 Noon

� Fff@PJ.'ri¾�·.
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES AT ALL MATINEES AND SUNDAY THRU THUR. EVENING
STARTS FRIDAY MARCH 27th - "LE MILLION" AND "PORT OF SHADOWS\'

BRAND
NEW
AND
BRILLIANT

The KLH·11 is a complete stereo phono

graph system: 4-speed Garrard automatic
changer, diamond" stylus magnetic stereo
cartridge, 30-watt peak stereo amplifier
preamplifier and two new high compli
ance speaker systems. It goes. together
to make a compact 28 lb. handy carry
ing-case, small enough to fit under an
airplane seat.
When you are in New York,- drop in to
Harvey Radio's high fidelity salon for a
demonstration of this unique portable.
Or, send for the KLH-11. Mail orders are
shipped the day they are received. Satis
faction is guaranteed, or your money will
be refunded.
· $199.00 complete

HARVEY RADIO co.. INC.
For your FREE record cleaning kit worth
1123 Ave. of the Americas (6th Ave. & 43nl st) l $2.00 bri ng this ad with you when you
Harvey Radio.
visit
-��.
i'::1W2Jl.U�
·H=.Y���;�

most very oth r phase of the
prC's ntation.
,\ctors
Actors' abilities and pel'sonali(,ies
vary as much as in any other pro
fession. ome actors, with virtually
no previous experi nee respond
imm diately to proper training.
Others, with tried and tested tat nt,
often are jittery. It is common to
see a veteran of s vernl plays car
rying his script book in his pocket
right up to dress reh arsal. Amaz
ing as it may seem all th se actors
hold full time jobs and are evening
students and have normal social,
family and religious obligations.
All the grease paint has been
painstakingly applied. The set has
been placed down to the last de
tail. The tension could almost be
h�ard backstage. '£he theater is
filled wtih an expectant audience,
who paid for an evening's enter
tainment and their rustling noises
and muted comments filter through
the curtain. "Out front," they are
waiting.
The lighting technician has his
hand on the proper switch. The
actors are in the wings or in thefr
places. The curtain parts. Thexe is
no turning back With tense final
ity the magjc of the theater unfolds.
When you, the audience out
front, find enjoyment and laughs
in "Make a Million," those behind
and in front of the scenes, the ac
tors, technicians, program and
publicity men, stage hands, ticket
sellers and ushers - all of them,
will be seized with keen enjoyment
also, The thrill is sustained not
only by giving you a memorable
evening of entertainment but also
by creating something worthwhile
- ,a satisfaction we know and en
joy..

S.A.M. Seminar

at the

Whether it's music to dance to, hum to, sing to ... whether it's mus1c to study
with, think with or just plain relax with, •• there's no better way to acicompany
these activities than with the fabulous KLH-11, stereo portable phonograph.
For only with the KLH-11 stereo system can you capture the "big-sound" of ttle
console in such a compact portablEl package. Transistor electronics makes pos
sible both miniaturization and years of trouble-free musical pleasure.

Page �even

The Limeliters sing and play once
more. Great folk standards like "No
Man Is an Island," ''The Best Is Yet
to Come" and "Willow Tree." It's
more of the best with the Limeliters.

( Continued from Page 1)
quirement," he said, "of line man
agers is to handle personnel."
The second 'speaker of the eve
ning was Mr. Julian M. Kfon, Su
pervisor of Recruitment µnd Place
ment for the Port Authority of
New York. Mr. llien, who spoke
on "The Personnel Supj'lrvisor Challenges of his Job" made some
very interllsting comments about
finding the right person for the
job. He said, "Various tools are
used by th'e personnel supervisor."
Some of these are, "paper and pen
cil tests, interviews, oral examina
tions and the new group process."
"The personnel supervisor," he
continued, "must know what jobs
are sca1\l!e and where labor is easy
to recruit." "Sometime·�;'' .h�ll;tdcled,
"we are unable to fill ce1't:h.n jobs
from the unskilled ranks and,
therefore, must resort to training
employees."
In the question , and answer pe
riod that followed, M1·. iKien was
asked,· "Are Evening Session stu
dents of the business school in de
mand?''Answer by Mr. Kien: "Yes,
if he can do the job. A man with
experience going at night to school
can be hired for a job because there
jg less time lost because usually he
has fulfilled his military obliga
tion."
The third speaker of the evening
was Mr. J. T. Hydok, Assistant
Controller for Consolidated Edison
of New York. His topic was en
titled "Personnel and Automation."
This talk presented many implica
tions on the future of automation
and how it should be handled.
Mr. Hydok informed the audi
ence that "Automation is just a
new form of mechanization." He
said, "The employee resistance
consists of them not being willing
to go along with some changes of
management. Even the average in
dividual resist in this way. He (the
employee) wants to feel that he is
a part of the organization and is
needed. 1f management deals with
him in such a way, they will have
no resistance.
What about the future of auto
mation? My Hydok stated that
"Automation takes time if you plan
you can schedule your organiza
tion. Attrition will take care of
unnecessary personnel."
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ES Tops Bronx Community; 'Iron-Man' Baruch Five
Lel<;huk Sets Scoring Mark B�!�� !� �!.����:u.?.�: ?..?..
n

m n

n

Baruc;h basketball team avenged an early season loss and
The Baruch Evening Session basketball team has moved over the .500 mark for the
defeated the West Side YMCA, 69-60, Thursday night, on
first time this season behind a record breaking- performance by Marshall Lelchuk.
the losers' court.
The 6-4½ Baruch center scored 33 points in the first 30 minutes as the Evenino·
"' team
With many of the B aruch play-@•-----------
defeated Bronx Community College, 87-79, Friday night in Hansen Hall.
ers not available due to classes, in the game as the home club

----------------------The victory was the sixth in the<S>•Coach George Wolfe had only five moved into an early lead. Then Val
last seven games for Baruch and
men available for the game. How
Clark b egan turning on the speed
moved its season's record to 6-5.
ever the quintet lasted th e route and drove in for som e key baskets.
The season ends this Friday night
Gradually the BaTuch t eam began
whep the Eveni ng team hosts the
to move in front.
Main Center Evening team at 8
Two baskets by Clark and solo
i n Hansen Hall.
buckets by Anderson and 1.,elchuk
Although you can't tell it by the
Lelchuk tall ied 19 points in the
offset a pair of baskets by O'Don
first half and added 14 more in
weath er, City's baseball season is
nell and enabled the B aruch team
the first ten m inutes of the second
due to open , i n just two and a half
to lead 32-31 at the half. Clark,
half to surpass the previous single
hitting seven of 11, had 14 points
w
ee ks.
game record of 32 set by Ronni e
at the half.
Ope
n
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n
g
d
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is
s
ch
e
dul
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d
for
Epstei n on two occasions.
W est Side moved in front in the
April 4 when the Beavers meet
It was Epstein who aided Lel
second half leading by as ma ny as
chuk in breaki ng the record. F eed
Iona College in a Metropolit an
six points. Purvis and Lelchuk got
i ng instead of shooting, Epstei n
Conferen ce doubleheader a t Haig
the Evening t eam even. Then Lel
piled up 11 assists to break the old
Field in New Rochelle.
chuk hit five baskets ii:\ as many
record of ten set by. Bob Keidanz.
m
inutes and the Baruch team
City will play its entire Met Con
After the first five minutes of
quickly
surged to a six poin t lead
f
e
re
n
ce
schedule
i
n
s
e
ve
n
suc
the game, the Baruch team began
with
just five minutes left.
cessive Saturd ay doubleheaders.
to pull away. Community ma naged
During
th
e
week
it
will
pl
a
y
fiv
e
a short lived 10-9 lea d. Then B a
'Y' Is Desperate
non-conference games.
rusli. r an off an 18-2 strea k to
The "Y" resorted to fouling to
Photo by Mike Meyers
build a 27-12 lea d,,Each of the five
Marshall Lelchuk
Meet Mu nicipal Colleges
get the ball i n the final five min
s tarters scored in the streak.
Ronnie Epstein
Non-conf erence foes for the Bea- to give the Baruch t eam its fifth utes and the B aruch team built up
Some good shooti11g by Karl
vers
are Colum bia, Ar my and the victory in t en starts. I n the sea it s final edge a b the free throw'
Danziger moved the B ro11cos to tempts, taking just two shots in the
line. O'Donnell was held to 12
within eight points, but again Ba final ten minutes. H e added five mun.icipal colleges - Brooklyn, son's op ener the "Y" had defeated poi ntJ. going into the final five
ruch capitaliz ed on its experience of seven free throws fo r his record Queens and Hunter. The co nference Baruch 82-78.
minutes. He added five baskets at
doubleheaders include Wagner,
In that contest Fred O'Don nell
to break away. Lelchuk and Va l breaking tot al. H e also had 17 r e
ia
1 s, M anhattan, of the "Y" set a -record by scoring the encl, but it was too late for the
Clark drove right through Com  bou nds.
�i;�� � � �J�d � i_
"Y" to catch up.
1i
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e
m un ity's porous defense to run up
Clark scored 23 points for B aTrailing Lelchuk in the Baruch
City plays its home games at i�r!��� to�; �r�: s��z:.: ��n�
a 17 point lead. Community SCQred ruch although
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ing were Purvis with 17, his
fr
ee Babe Ruth Stadium which is lo- aged 22
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M r h 11 L 1 c} k
h high for the season, and Clark with
Baruch Evening
16.
Schwabe with 14 was the only
12
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Only recently did the West Side
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Community, i n its first year of ers are scheduled for Babe Ruth
7 9 23 Schiffman
' Clark , lg
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g
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88.
The Bronx 'Y' is the only team
Levitt
nine of 12 from the floor in the
o o o ����;on, rg 3 2 8 ence. 'It had some good shooters, The scheduie:
Nil� !ic�f �� - se_concl half. He also Jed both teams to beat B aruch during the seco nd
hitting 46 'per cent of its floor
�oc:l���
Eisenberger
e
k
half
of the season.
sl1ots, but lost the -ball numerous Apr. 11 Wagner (DJ
Staten Island with 16 rebounds.
Total
7
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times through violations. It also
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The ''.Y" had a decided height Baruch Evening
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West Side YMCA
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in a zone defense .late' in Apr. 21 Hunter
Hunter edge ,V1th O'Donnell and Frank
. . 48 39 - 87 stayed
B aruch Evening . .
Anders'n, lf 2 3 7 O'Donn'll, Ii 11 O 22
the game when the Baruch team
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2 0 4
6 5 17 Vernon, rf
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losers with 20 points Eichelberge r All doubleheaders start at 11. W'eekday derson and John Purvis who Total
three quick baskets in the final had 17 and Robertso;1 11.
, grabbed te'n and ni ne re bou,nds, re- Baruch Evening ...
. 32
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37 - 69
minute of the half, but Baruch _____________:.......:,___________:__ spectiv ely.
West Side YMCA ' .
. 31' 29 - 60
still led 48-37 at intermissio n.
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2, Purvis 2, Lelchuk. West
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.
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'
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zone in the second h alf and ternMullins.
porarily stalled the B-aruch attack.
Winston Rob ertson and Arnold .L1,
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Robinson hit hot streaks that ena bled Community to n arrow the
Paced by its sabre team which tied for first place, City
The College's varsity basketball
There will be a m eeting �f all
¥ap to 63-59.
\
team has established an annual team captai ns or their represen
However a rebound basket by finished fourth in the 67th annual Intercollegiate Fencing
d
e
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David Cheek followed by six Association championships, held Friday and Saturday at the ��:� d�11��er� ;:i°1fe {n��!} !: tatives this Friday night at 6 in
H ansen Hall. The drawings and
straight points by Lelchuk gave the
the Mike
Schaffe r Memorial
B aruch team some working room . United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Md. ----- Award, it will go to the outstand- the playing rules for the forth
coming tournament will be dis
e-©•-----th
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City
a
Lelchuk's final two points came on
man
basketball play er cussed.
a pair of foul shots that brok e i ndividual com petition as sabre- given the Beavers first place in �:�h i::��
The gym will be open on Friday
the Evening scoring record.
The first winner, as selected by
m en R ay Fields and Bob Kao fin- sabre until Navy won its final·
the varsity players, is Mike Pea rl, night from 6:30 to 7 :30 for those
Epstein set up Cheek for a pair ished one-two. Fields won a gold match over NYU to ga in a tie.
of jump shots and the Baruch ran medal with a perfect 5-0 mark. K ao
Both the foil and epee squads a slender 5-10 backcourtma n. Pearl who wish to workout. A medical
were 17-16. Th e foil trio was com - averaged 15.1 with the freshman clearance is necessary however.
off eleven straight poi nts to ice
the game at 80-63 with five min gained a silver medal with a 3-2 posed of Geo1·ge W einer (6-5), Joe team that posted a 12-6 record. The toumament will open on Fri
r
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ce.
Menschik, (6-5) and Eel Martinez His quarterbacking the team and day April 10 an d contiuue every
utes left.
Friday night i n April and May.
The Broncos managed seve ral . Navy, which won the foil title (5-6). Richard W eininger led the so me clutch shooting gave him the
The following students who
baskets on some good shoot and tied City for the sabre crown, epee squad wi th a 7-4 mark. Stan nod over Joh n Clifton. Clifto n led
signed up for the tournament in
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Al
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ing i n the final two minut es to
get the ma rgin dow n to eight 76 poi nts. Colum bia, the defend and Barry Cohen 0-1. City's show- average and was the top reboun der. dividually have been assigned to
Money for the trophy has been the following teams: Anthony Mc
i ng three-weapon champio n was ing put them fourth in foil and
points.
contribut ed by the players them- L aughlin, Arthur Morgenstein, Ed
Lelchuk had 14 baskets in 25 at- second with 67 and NYU third with sixth in epee.
City's
fe
n
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n
g
a
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n
will
conselve
s and the a ward will be co n ward Halas and George Gilliland
63. City placed fourth with 59
clude this weekend when a three- tinuecl " as long as a ny of the team to the Explorers ; Joe and John
points.
SWIMMING
Rounding out the top ten were man team will rep1·esent the Col- members survive" according to Lomn icky and William Walker to
Rosen's Rosies.
The mermen completed a dismal Pennsylvania, Rutgers, Princeton, lege in th e NCAA championships Coach Dave Polansky.
Schaffel' was the leading scorer
season by tinishi ng eighfu in the Cornell, H arvard and Penn St ate. to be held at Harvard. Coach Edward Lucia has not announced his on the freshman team lz.st year.
Metropolitan Swimming champion Twelve schools com peted.
'Strongest medicine since Woody
Guthrle!"-High Fidelit y
City posted winning marks in team yet, but it is expected that He was regarded as the best sophships held recently -at 'NYU. In
N. seaman presents
dual meet competition the Beaver s all-three weapons. The sabre team Fields will represent the College omore prospect in years by Polan won only once in eight meets, beat posted a 25-8 record. Aaron Mar in sabre follo,ving his IFA cham- sky. Shortly after lead ing City to
P e te r LA FARG,E
ing Brookly n Poly. They also fin  cus had a 9-2 record with Fields pionship. City placed seventh in its fourth straight victory, last
with BARRY KORNFELD
ished second in the Municipal and Kao each winning eight of the NCAA m eet last year as Vito December 14, Schaffer was ru n TOWN BALL Wed. eve., Ma.r. 25, 8:So
championships. NYU won the Mets ele ven. Three wins over Penn Mannino was selected for the kll- down and killed by an automob ile
18 o
4 5, 2 80 2 . o
ck e ts
_ _ _ _ :_ _$3_- _ _ _· _ ,_ s_, _· ____,
State, Cornell a nd Princeton had Am erican team for the s econd year. just a few block from the college. ,___Ti
for the tenth straight year.

Beaver Nine,
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Open April 4
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